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Spinning Disc Hypnotic Script – for Stress 
A hypnotic script to use for clients who feel overwhelmed by all the thoughts running through their 

mind. 
 

Start with your favourite induction and deepener from The Hypnotherapist’s Treasure Chest 

As you sit there even more comfortably now, just relax a little deeper. In the same way as your eyes 

are closed, and as you listen to the sound of my voice, and as your breathing happens all by itself, 

and so your thoughts go round and around your mind.  

They blur into one another like one whirling mass of thought…….. And perhaps you can visualise this 

whirling mass of thoughts like a Catherine wheel spinning around,………. or the way a CD spins in a 

machine. Too fast for the eye to see the component parts.  

And you become aware that it is going to fast that you cannot see the separate colours and the 

spinning object appears red in colour. 

Notice it slowing down a fraction as you take a deep breath 

Become aware that each time you take a deep breath it slows down a fraction more. 

Becomes a paler shade of red, maybe fading to yellow. 

See the different parts of your slowly spinning object 

Continue to slow as you breathe and get deeper. 

Notice now the individual parts making up your swirling circular object. 

See what parts stands out at you the most. 

See which parts need lots of attention and which are small issues or tasks 

Identify the one part which needs to be dealt with first. 

Pause for a minute to give the client time to identify which part needs to be dealt with first 

Also spot a thought or issue which is easier to deal with and can be done quickly 

Pause for a minute again 

And so your swirling mass of thoughts and issues is now broken down into more manageable parts 

and you can easily see what you need to do.  

And from now on, it becomes so easy to calm your thoughts down. You now find it easy to identify 

which items need auctioning first. And so everything in your life seems much calmer and more 

manageable. And this process will continue long after this hypnosis session is over.  

Proceed to count client out of hypnosis 


